COCOSYS applicability for predicting fires in NPPs
W. Klein-Heßling, M. Pelzer (GRS)
Validation calculations against OECD PRISME fire experiments in the DIVA facility of IRSN in Cadarache [1]
have proven the general applicability of COCOSYS for the simulation of thermodynamic processes relevant in
case of combustion in a confined compartment [2]:
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Prediction of the pyrolysis rate
Crucial point for best-estimate fire simulations is the prediction of the pyrolysis rate (i.e. rate of vaporized fuel
mass), which has a large effect on the heat released and hence the entire processes in the fire compartment.
Typically, the fire source’s pyrolysis rate in open atmosphere conditions is known. In a confined compartment,
the pyrolysis rate develops differently mainly due to two effects:
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Radiation feedback

Radiation exchange between each gas layer and fuel surface:
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Emissivity of gas layers depending on soot concentration



Absorption in layers in between acc. to Lambert-Beer-Law



Additional pyrolysis rate
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Validation on PRISME INTEGRAL D4 [1] [2]
Isolated walls → gas temperatures exceed 600°C
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Given pyrolysis rate from open atmosphere



COCOSYS predicted pyrolysis rate



Contribution: Radiation Feedback (~ 33 %)



Measured pyrolysis rate - exceeds open atmosphere
rate in the beginning due to radiation feedback.
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